
Applying to Contrastive Fine-Tuning

Purifying Diffusion-Model-Generated Augments 

Refining Augmentations for Tabular Data

SAFLEX improves the performance of popular augmentation techniques like 
RandAugment and Mixup on eight medical image datasets.

SAFLEX is a Plug-In to Training Framework

(1) Novel parametrization and bilevel algorithm for learnable 
augmentation.

(2) Universally compatible, integrates with various learning 
processes and augmentation methods.

(3) Empirically validated on diverse datasets and tasks, 
boosting performance by 1.2% on average

Question: Can we efficiently refine augmented samples to 
reduce noise and improve model generalization? 

Yes, by learning sample weights and soft labels using a 
bilevel optimization approach called SAFLEX!
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Motivation & Problem
Limitations of Augmentation Methods

Data augmentation is pivotal in enhancing model generalization. 
However, its limitations, particularly the unintentional introduction 
of noise, can sometimes outweigh its benefits.

This inherent noise creates a trade-off: under-augmentation may 
yield insufficient challenging examples, whereas over-
augmentation can flood the dataset with misleading samples.

Experiments
Adapting Augmentations to Medical Images 

We propose SAFLEX (Self-Adaptive Augmentation via 
Feature Label Extrapolation)
which automatically learns the sample weights and
soft labels of augmented samples provided by any
upstream augmentation pipeline.

Noises in Augmentations
Noises in augmentation primarily arises from two fundamental 
challenges: 
(1) the deviation of augmented samples          from the original 

data distribution;
(2) the potential mislabeling of augmented samples.

Contributions

Proposed Method: SAFLEX

Limitations of Existing Learnable Augmentations

Existing learnable augmentation methods: directly learn in high-
dimensional feature spaces
o Restricted augmentation scope due to differentiability needs
o Complicated training process
o Limited generalization across tasks

In contrast, SAFLEX:
o Learns low-dimensional sample weights and soft labels
o Calibrates weights and labels post-augmentation
o Ensures diverse, distribution-consistent augmentation
o Avoids learning augmentations from scratch

SAFLEX improves the performance of CutMix across diverse tabular datasets.

SAFLEX enhances the performance of standard image augmentations like 
RandAugment when applied to the contrastive fine-tuning.

SAFLEX consistently improves the performance of all three diffusion-model-
generated augmentation techniques, across both fine-grained classification 
and out-of-distribution generalization tasks.

Pseudo-code of SAFLEXFeature and Label Extrapolation

Efficient Bilevel Approach

Bilevel Formulation of Learnable Augmentation
Transforms learnable augmentation into bilevel optimization
o Inner level: conventional model training on 
o Outer level: optimizing augmented samples (sample weights 

and soft labels) to minimize validation loss

Reformulate as greedy approach: optimize augmentation and 
minimize validation loss after each single update

o Exploit linearity of loss function and gradient computation 
w.r.t. sample weights and soft labels

o First-order approximation of validation loss (outer objective) 
leads to linear programming


